
Dr. NILESH JOSHI’S SPECIALITY DENTAL CLINIC 

 

Dear Patients, 

 Warm greetings from all of us at Speciality Dental Clinic.. 

 

 With the worldwide pandemic of COVID-19, we all have to 

take due precautions for our safety. 

 

 Here at SPECIALITY DENTAL CLINIC, YOUR SAFETY 

IS OUR PRIORITY!! 

 

 So, we are upgrading ourselves, to face this situation to our 

best.  

 

 We request you to follow the instructions to keep us all safe.. 

 

 This will be the NEW NORMAL NOW ON… 

 

 

Thank you!! 

 

Dr. Nilesh Joshi                                                    Dr. Mridula Joshi 

MDS, Peridontology                                                       MDS, Prosthodontics 

PGD, Health promotion                                               PGDM(Healthcare) 

 (Tobacco control)                                                          Consultant & Healthcare     

Owner & Chief Dentist                                                 Director   

Specialty Dental Clinic                                                 Specialty Dental Clinic                                                    

                                  

 

 



OUR NEW PROTOCOL FOR THE CLINIC: 

 

 Patients will be checked and/or treated only on prior 

appointment to maintain social distancing norms. 

 

 Walk in patients will not allowed till the pandemic ends.  

 

 We have developed all our protocols to prevent any infection 

or its spread. 

 

 We have procured the necessary equipments/ materials to 

keep our clinic free from spread of infections.  

 

 All appointments at our clinic will be adequately spaced out, 

to allow optimum disinfection and sanitization measures. 

 

 

Thank you!! 

 

Dr. Nilesh Joshi 

Dr. Mridula Joshi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR PATIENTS  

 

1. If you have an appointment at the clinic, it would be preferred that you 

come to the clinic, directly from home, and do not stop at public / 

crowded places eg market, bank etc. 

2.  Patients should visit the clinic preferably unaccompanied, exceptions 

being minors/old/handicapped patients, who need help. 

3. You have to wear a clean, washed mask when you visit the clinic. 

Remove your mask only when instructed to.  

4. A brief medical/ travel history will be taken. If you have any COVID 

related symptoms please tell us in advance. We can reschedule your 

treatment. 

5. As you reach the clinic, your temperature will be checked by a Digital 

Thermal scanner. If your temperature is higher than normal, your 

treatment will be deferred.  

6. This will be followed by dispensing of hand sanitizer to you.  

7. You will be required to sign the consent forms. 

8. Foot covers will be given to you, please keep wearing it till you leave 

clinic.  

9. When you are seated in the dental chair, you will be given an antiseptic 

mouth wash to rinse your mouth. This will be followed by your check 

up/treatment. 

10. While leaving from clinic dispose off shoe cover and sanitize hands.  

11. Kindly make online payment by card, UPI or BHIM app, avoid cash 

transactions.  

We are confident that if above all protocols, “the new normal” are 

followed, we all will be safe.  

So. Together lets face this challenging situation and win the battle !! 

STAY SAFE AND STAY HEALTHY !! 

Dr. Nilesh & Dr. Mridula Joshi 


